Title: Demonstrate knowledge of, and replace and test dynamic seals in machinery

Level: 4
Credits: 8

Purpose:
This unit standard is intended for mechanical engineering trainees that already have basic knowledge of dynamic and static seals and require recognition of competence in knowledge of, and applied skill, in replacement and testing of dynamic seals.

People credited with this unit standard are able to demonstrate knowledge of selection considerations for dynamic seals; demonstrate knowledge of causes of failure and failure analysis for dynamic seals; prepare for replacement; replace and test; and analyse failure of four different dynamic seals.

Classification:
Mechanical Engineering > Maintenance and Diagnostics in Mechanical Engineering

Available grade:
Achieved

Prerequisites:
Unit 21912 Apply safe working practices on an engineering worksite, or demonstrate equivalent knowledge and skills.

Guidance Information

1. References
   Health and Safety at Work Act 2015.

2. Definitions
   Accepted industry practice – approved codes of practice and standardised procedures accepted by the wider mechanical engineering industry sectors as examples of best practice.
   PTFE – polytetrafluoroethylene.
   Workplace procedures – procedures used by the organisation carrying out the work and applicable to the tasks being carried out. Examples are – standard operating procedures, safety procedures, equipment operating procedures, codes of practice, quality management practices and standards, procedures to comply with legislative and local body requirements.
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3 Recommended for entry
Unit 30284, *Demonstrate and apply knowledge of the construction, function, and application of seals in mechanical engineering.*

4 Related unit standards
This unit standard is one of a set of unit standards covering seals used in mechanical engineering:
- Unit 30284, *Demonstrate and apply knowledge of the construction, function, and application of seals in mechanical engineering* (Level 3); an introductory standard for general use across mechanical engineering trades.
- Unit 30285, *Demonstrate knowledge of and replace and test dynamic seals in machines and equipment* (Level 4); a dynamic seal specific standard for those working in assembly and maintenance of components.
- Unit 30286, *Demonstrate knowledge of, and replace and test static seals in machines and equipment* (Level 4); a static seal specific standard for those working in assembly and maintenance of components.

**Outcomes and performance criteria**

**Outcome 1**
Demonstrate knowledge of selection considerations for dynamic seals.

**Performance criteria**

1.1 Dynamic seal types and material attributes are explained in the context of common seal use and performance.

   Range explanation includes – material hardness, temperature resistance, chemical resistance, fluid compatibility, resistance to deformation from force, and durability; materials – PTFE, graphite, rubber.

1.2 The process of selecting dynamic seals is explained in terms of determining and verifying requirements, accessing and evaluating information, and selecting and verifying seal selection.

1.3 Factors that require customised dynamic seal selection and matching are explained in accordance with accepted industry practice.

   Range factors – non-standard components, changes to component sealing surfaces due to wear, movement or deterioration.

1.4 Options for custom seal type and fitting are identified and explained in accordance with accepted industry practice.

**Outcome 2**

Demonstrate knowledge of causes of failure and failure analysis for dynamic seals.
Performance criteria

2.1 Common causes of dynamic seal failure are identified and explained for common machinery seal types.

Range seal types: O-ring – standard and multiple lip, cup; gland packings – mechanical, labyrinth.

2.2 The process of dynamic seal failure analysis is explained in terms of application of findings to reduce future failures.

Outcome 3

Prepare for replacement of dynamic seals.

Range four seals, including two different types;
examples of dynamic seal types are – lip (standard and multiple lip, cup, J, chevron); gland packings (braided, metallic, synthetic, segmented; ribbon, flat, square, round, moulded, dry, lubricated, for high or low temperature or pressure, gases, liquids, and solids application); mechanical; labyrinth.

Performance criteria

3.1 Replacement seals are identified, selected, and prepared for fitting in accordance with accepted industry practice.

3.2 Tools and replacement method are determined relevant to seal type.

Outcome 4

Replace and test dynamic seals.

Range four seals, including two different types;
examples of dynamic seals are – lip (standard and multiple lip, cup, J, chevron); gland packings (braided, metallic, synthetic, segmented; ribbon, flat, square, round, moulded, dry, lubricated, for high or low temperature or pressure, gases, liquids, and solids application); mechanical; labyrinth.

Performance criteria

4.1 Existing seals are removed in accordance with accepted industry practice.

4.2 Sealing surfaces are inspected for damage and prepared in accordance with accepted industry practice.

4.3 Replacement seal fit is verified in accordance with the actual sealing surface dimensions.

4.4 Replacement seals are fitted in accordance with accepted industry practice.

4.5 Replaced seals are tested for leaks and function in accordance with service requirements.
4.6 Records for seal replacement are completed in accordance with workplace procedures.

Outcome 5

Analyse failure of different dynamic seals.

Range four seals; examples of dynamic seals are – lip (standard and multiple lip, cup, J, chevron); gland packings (braided, metallic, synthetic, segmented; ribbon, flat, square, round, moulded, dry, lubricated, for high or low temperature or pressure, gases, liquids, and solids application); mechanical; labyrinth.

Performance criteria

5.1 Analysis establishes causes of failure and findings are recorded to reduce or prevent future failures.
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Comments on this unit standard

Please contact Competenz qualifications@competenz.org.nz if you wish to suggest changes to the content of this unit standard.